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Abstract

The seismic response analysis of near-fault pulse-like ground motions is severely restricted due

to the scarcity of pulse-like records. The requirement in regulations that the response spectra of

artificial ground motions should be compatible with the target response spectrum makes the rele-

vant studies more difficult. As a result, this study proposes a trigonometric series-based stochastic

method to simulate pulse-like ground motions, with the advantage that the corresponding pseudo-

spectral acceleration is compatible with the given target response spectrum. This goal is achieved

by two parts. (1) The envelope function of pulse-like records obtained by the Hilbert transform is

utilized as the amplitude modulation function to ensure that the simulated ground motion contains

a pulse. (2) A novel iteration scheme based on random frequency parameters is proposed to guar-

antee the response spectrum compatibility. The velocity ground motion is first simulated since the

pulse usually exists in velocity. The ground-motion acceleration subsequently obtained by differ-

entiating the velocity is adopted to calculate the response spectrum. Two cases are implemented

and verified the effectiveness of the proposed method in enriching existing pulse-like databases

and generating pulse-like ground motion in areas that lack records. Moreover, the amplitude

modulation function and target spectrum, as two key factors in the proposed method, determines

the presence of a pulse and the pulse periods, respectively. This property makes the proposed

method potentially universal applicability for stochastic pulse-like ground motion simulation in

engineering.
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1. Introduction1

The near-fault pulse-like ground motion attracts increasing attention since it was reported by2

Housner and Trifunac [1] and Aki [2] in the 1960s. The findings that the pulse-like ground motion3

potentially causes severer damage than the ordinary records (e.g., [3, 4, 5]) further advance the4

relevant studies. However, the scarcity of pulse-like records critically restricts studies that need5

to consider the randomness of ground motion, e.g., reliability analysis [6, 7]. To mitigate the6

shortages of records, some ground motion simulation methods were proposed, such as Mavroeidis7

and Papageorgiou [8] and Dabaghi and Der Kiureghian [9]. However, in accordance with the anti-8

seismic codes, like Eurocode 8 [10] and ASCE7-16 [11], the response spectrum of artificial ground9

motion should meet the particular requirements. For example, Eurocode 8 stipulates that no value10

of the mean 5% damping elastic spectrum should be less than 90% of the corresponding value of11

the 5% damping elastic response spectrum in the range of periods between 0.2T1 and 2T1 (T1 is12

the fundamental period of the structure in the direction where the accelerogram will be applied).13

Hence, it is crucial for pulse-like ground motion simulation to contain a pulse in ground-motion14

velocity and simultaneously compatible with the target spectrum. This study aims to propose a15

novel stochastic simulation method based on trigonometric series to address this challenge.16

The ground motion simulation methods can be briefly grouped into two categories: seismological-17

based methods and stochastic process-based methods. The former method simulates the ground18

motions in terms of the seismological mechanism, in which the effects of seismic source mechanism,19

wave propagation path, and site condition are usually considered (e.g., [12, 13]). The advantages20

of these methods are that it has clear physical meanings and can effectively analyze the effects of21

seismic parameters on ground motions. However, accurately determining these seismic parame-22

ters is a big challenge. In contrast, the latter treats the ground motions as a stochastic process23

and focuses on the stochastic property of records. The stochastic technique is widely applied in24

engineering due to the effectiveness and high efficiency [14]. Hence, the stochastic process-based25

methods is used in this study to address the limitations of records shortage.26

The references investigation for the stochastic processed-based method in pulse-like ground27

motion simulation was carried out. At the early stage, to efficiently obtain the pulse-like ground28

motions, the mathematical pulse-like model was proposed based on the statistical characteristics29
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of pulse-like records, like Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou model [8]. Subsequently, various empir-30

ical predictive pulse models for different pulse generation mechanisms were proposed, such as31

the stochastic model for forward-directivity effects [15] and fling-step effects [16]. These methods32

positively promote the development of seismic response analysis about pulse-like ground motion.33

However, these mathematical models contain a critical deficiency in that the high-frequency con-34

tents are usually ignored. The high-frequency content, on the other hand, is verified to have a35

significant impact on the structural dynamic response [17]. Hence, to solve the high-frequency36

issue in mathematical pulse models, the combination strategy by integrating the stochastic non-37

pulse ground motion and pulse model was proposed. The most common methods for stochastic38

non-pulse ground motions are the modulated filtered Gaussian white noise model [18] and the39

Spectral Representation Method (SRM)-based stochastic model [19]. The frequently used pulse40

models have the Gabor wavelet pulse model [20], the M&P model [8], and the extracted recorded41

pulse [21]. The feasibility of this strategy was verified, such as the Gabor wavelet pulse model42

combined with SRM-based non-pulse ground motion [22], the M&P wavelet combined with the43

modulated filtered white-noise model [9], and the extracted pulse combined with SRM-based non-44

pulse ground motion [23]. These strategies also effectively solve the high-frequency issue.45

However, the response spectrum would dramatically change as the non-pulse ground motion46

directly adds into the pulse model. Some beneficial efforts on response spectrum compatibility47

of pulse-like ground motion were made. For example, Zengin and Abrahamson [24] proposed a48

procedure to modify ground motion to ensure it matches the target response spectrum and instan-49

taneous power spectrum at a specific period interval. Roman-Velez and Montejo [25] collected a50

large set of pulse-like records as seed to generate ground motions for different magnitude scenar-51

ios, and used the continuous wavelet transform-based method to match the narrow-band modified52

target spectra. Hence, simultaneously ensuring that a high-frequency ground motion contains a53

pulse and is compatible with the target spectrum is one of the key challenges for pulse-like ground54

motion simulation.55

The response spectrum compatibility methods in ground motion simulation are summarized in56

Table 1. The amplitude, frequency, and duration are generally regarded as three essential elements57

of a signal. The effects of ground motion duration on the response spectrum are rarely considered.58

Hence, we briefly divided the methods into amplitude-, frequency-, and time-frequency-based59

modification. Thereinto, the time-frequency-based method is mainly related to the wavelet trans-60
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form since it has great resolutions on both time and frequency domains [26], thus wavelet-based61

modification used rather than the time-frequency method hereinafter. Besides, other methods like62

the genetic algorithm [27], which is not related to the stochastic process method, are not discussed63

in this study. Table 1 shows that the frequency-based modification methods are mainly applied in64

SRM-based ground motion simulation. Moreover, the frequency is usually modified by the Power65

Spectral Density Function (PSDF) [28, 29]. The wavelet-based modification is applied widely66

since it can simultaneously modify the frequency-domain parameters (e.g. response spectrum [30]67

and power spectra [31, 32]) and time-domain amplitude (e.g. Arias intensity [33]). In contrast,68

the amplitude-based modification method is used relatively less because it possibly distorts the69

time-domain attenuation characteristics of ground motion. However, this method is usually more70

efficient since it directly modifies the time-domain amplitude.71

Therefore, based on the trigonometric series, a novel iteration scheme that combines the ad-72

vantages of both amplitude- and frequency-based modification methods is proposed to simulate73

response spectrum compatible pulse-like ground motion. Specifically, an amplitude modification74

function is applied to keep the simulated ground motion containing a pulse and satisfying the75

attenuation characteristics in the time domain; the frequency parameters are set as the stochastic76

variables to ensure spectrum compatibility in the frequency domain. The effectiveness of the pro-77

posed method in enriching existing pulse-like databases and generating pulse-like ground motions78

in the areas that lack records is verified by different cases. Furthermore, the ability of compatible79

with any target spectrum may make the proposed method universal applicability for pulse-like80

ground motion simulation in engineering.81

The organization of this study is constructed as follows: the methodology and the step-by-step82

procedure for the proposed method are explained in Section 2. Two cases are illustrated in Section83

3, which verified that the proposed method is applicable for enriching existing pulse-like records84

and generating artificial pulse-like ground motions in the area that lacks records. The results and85

main characteristics of the method are summarized in Section 4. Section 5 investigates the effects86

of amplitude modulation function and target spectrum on simulated ground motion, together with87

the differences between the proposed method and SRM on ground motion simulation. The main88

conclusions are drawn in Section 6.89
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Table 1: Summary of methods for spectrum compatibility on ground motion simulation

Method Parameter Category

S(j+1)(ω) = S(j)(ω)
[

Rt(ω)
Rs

(j)
(ω)

]
[28,

34]

S(j)(ω) is the PSDF at j iteration; Rt(ω) is

the target response spectrum; Rs
(j)(ω) is the

response spectrum of simulated ground mo-

tion at PSDF=S(j)(ω).

Frequency-based

modification

S(j+1)(ω) = S(j)(ω) + ∆S(j)(ω)

[35]
∆S(j)(ω) is the random PSDF perturbation.

Frequency-based

modification

c
(n+1)
(i,k) (t) = c

(n)
(i,k)(t)

Rt(fi)
Rs(fi)

[30, 36,

37]

c
(n+1)
(i,k) (t) is the wavelet decomposed coeffi-

cients as the scale and location parameters

are i and k, respectively; Rt(fi) is the tar-

get response spectrum at frequency range

fi ; and Rs(fi) is the response spectrum of

c
(n)
(i,k)(t).

Wavelet-based

method

w(n+1)(i, k) = Rt(fi)

Rs(y(n)(t),fi)
[33, 37]

w(n+1)(i, k) is the wavelet packet coefficients,

Rt(fi) is the target response spectrum of fre-

quency range fi , and Rs(y(n)(t), fi) is the

response spectrum of w(n)(i, k).

Wavelet-based

method

f (n+1)(t) = f (n)(t) + α(n)f̃ (n)(t)

[38]

f (n)(t) is the reconstruction results of wavelet

transform, α is the correction factor, f̃ (n)(t)

time-frequency jointly-localized component.

Wavelet-based

method

a
(n+1)
g (t) = a

(n)
g (t) + ∆ag(t) [39,

40]

a
(n)
g (t) is simulated ground motion in differ-

ent iteration; the selection of ∆ag(t) is de-

fined as a L∞ norm optimization problem.

Amplitude-

based modifica-

tion

2. Methodology90

2.1. Pseudo-acceleration response spectrum91

For the linear single-degree of freedom (SDOF) system, the dynamic response subjected to92

seismic excitation is expressed as Eq. (1).93

mür + cu̇r + kur = −mü (1)
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where m is the mass; c is the viscous damping coefficient; k is the stiffness; ur , u̇r and ür are94

relative response displacement, velocity and acceleration, respectively; and ü is the excitation95

acceleration of seismic ground motion.96

Using damping ratio ξ and natural angular frequency ωn of non-damping system, Eq. (1) is97

rewritten in Eq. (2).98

ür + 2ξωnu̇r + ω2
nur = −ü (2)

where damping ratio ξ = c/(2mω) = c/(2
√
mk); and natural angular frequency ωn =

√
k/m =99

2π/T .100

Based on Duhamel’s integral, the solution of Eq. (2) is expressed in Eq. (3).

ur(t) = ü(t) ∗ h(t) =
∫ t

0

ü(τ)h(t− τ)dτ (3)

h(t) = − 1

ωd

e−ξωntsin(ωdt) (4)

where ∗ means convolution calculation; h(t), for t > 0, is the impulse response function; ωd is the101

damped natural frequency, ωd =
√
1− ξ2ωn.102

The maximum displacement values (max |ur|) under the different natural frequencies ωn with103

certain damping ratio ξ are the displacement response spectrum Sd(ξ, ωn), as shown in Eq. (5).104

Sd(ξ, ωn) = max |ur(t)| (5)

The pseudo-velocity response spectrum Sv(ξ, ωn) and pseudo-acceleration response spectrum

Sa(ξ, ωn) of ground motion are defined in Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively.

Sv(ξ, ωn) = ωnmax |ur(t)| (6)

Sa(ξ, ωn) = ω2
nmax |ur(t)| (7)

2.2. Trigonometric series-based ground motion velocity105

The trigonometric series is a feasible and efficient form in generating non-stationary Gaussian106

processes (e.g., [19, 41, 42]). Thus, this form is also adopted in the proposed method to simulate107

pulse-like ground motions. Compared with the classical SRM, the proposed method does not108

concern the PSDF, but directly synthesize the ground motion in the time domain using the109

trigonometric series. The differences between the proposed method and SRM are elaborated in110

Section 5.2. Besides, the ground-motion velocity is initially generated in this study instead of111

acceleration that other methods usually adopt since the pulse usually exists in the velocity. The112
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ground-motion acceleration subsequently obtained by differentiating the velocity is adopted to113

calculate the response spectrum.114

In mathematics, a series with form in Eq. (8) is called trigonometric series.115

Fn(x) =
A0

2
+

∞∑
n=1

(Ancosnx+Bnsinnx) (8)

Based on Eq. (8), a trigonometric series-based form for ground-motion velocity u̇(t) is pro-116

posed, as shown in Eq. (9).117

u̇(t) =
n∑

i=1

u̇i(t) =
n∑

i=1

A(t)cos(ωit+ ϕi) (9)

where u̇i(t) is the component of the ground-motion velocity; A(t) is the amplitude modulation118

function, which is fixed in this study to make the simulated ground-motion velocity containing a119

pulse; t is the time series of ground motions; ωi is a frequency variable in the interval of [0, ωs], in120

which ωs is the half of sampling frequency of recorded ground motions; and ϕi is a phase variable121

in the interval of [0, 2π]. In accordance with the central limit theorem, the simulated ground122

motion u̇(t) obeys Gaussian random process when n tends to positive infinity.123

Inputting the differential of Eq. (9) into Eq. (3), the response displacement under seismic124

excitation is expressed in Eq. (10).125

ur(t) =

∫ t

0

n∑
i=1

üi(τ)h(t− τ)dτ (10)

where the acceleration üi(t) is the differential of the ith velocity component u̇i(t), and üi(t) =126

du̇i(t)/dt = d(A(t)cos(ωit+ ϕi))/dt.127

In accordance with the additivity of integration, Eq. (10) is rewritten to Eq. (11).128

ur(t) =
n∑

i=1

∫ t

0

üi(τ)h(t− τ)dτ =
n∑

i=1

ur,i(t) (11)

where ur,i(t) is the response displacement of the ith trigonometric series-based acceleration com-129

ponent üi(t). It indicates that the final response displacement of ground motion can be expressed130

by the sum of sub-response displacement of the ground motion components.131

Since the pseudo-acceleration response spectrum is based on the response displacement as132

shown in Eq. (7), the pseudo-acceleration response spectrum of ground motion is expressed in Eq.133

(12).134

Sa(ξ, ωn) = ω2
nmax

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

i=1

ur,i(t)

∣∣∣∣∣ (12)
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Hence, the pseudo-spectral acceleration of ground motion also depends on the sub-response135

spectrum of components. Based on this property, an iteration scheme for simulating response136

spectrum compatible pulse-like ground motions is proposed.137

2.3. Iteration scheme for response spectrum compatible pulse-like ground motion138

To evaluate the compatibility between pseudo-spectral acceleration of simulated ground motion139

Ss
a(T ) and target spectrum St

a(T ), the error ϵ used in Shields [35] is adopted, as shown in Eq.140

(13).141

ϵ =

√∑N−1
k=0 [S

t
a(Tk)− Ss

a(Tk)]2∑N−1
k=0 [S

t
a(Tk)]2

(13)

where St
a(Tk) is the target response spectrum; Ss

a(Tk) is the elastic pseudo-acceleration response142

spectrum of the simulated ground motion; and Tk is the corresponding period of response spectrum.143

Based on Eqs. (12) and (13), the variables on the response spectrum-compatible pulse-like144

ground motion simulation include trigonometric series-based ground motion velocity u̇(t), damping145

ratio ξ, response spectrum error ϵ and target response spectrum St
a(T ). Among them, the value146

of ξ and ϵ is generally stipulated in the anti-seismic codes. For example, Eurocode 8 recommends147

damping ratio ξ is 5%, and the spectrum error ϵ at the particular period range should be less than148

10%. The target response spectrum St
a(T ) depends on the research purpose. The site conditions-149

based designed response spectrum in anti-seismic codes is often applied as the target spectrum150

to generate ground motions. Hence, after these three variables are determined, the trigonometric151

series-based ground motion velocity u̇(t) is the only parameter that can be utilized to generate152

response spectrum compatible pulse-like ground motion.153

The trigonometric series-based ground motion velocity u̇(t) (see Eq. (9)) depends on the154

amplitude modulation function A(t) and frequency-domain parameters ω and ϕi in this study. To155

ensure the response spectrum compatibility and the presence of a pulse, We use the amplitude156

modulation function A(t) to govern the time-domain characteristics of simulated ground motion,157

and frequency variable ωi and phase variable ϕi to control the pseudo-spectral acceleration of158

ground motion. Specifically, A(t) is fixed to enable the simulated ground motion to contain a159

pulse. The frequency variable ωi and phase variable ϕi are set as random variables in an iteration160

scheme to ensure response spectrum compatibility.161

Therefore, the amplitude modulation function and the iteration scheme are two key issues162

in modeling response spectrum compatible pulse-like ground motion. The Hilbert transform is163
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validated as a workable tool to extract time-domain characteristics of ground motion [43]. Hence,164

the envelope function of pulse-like records obtained by the Hilbert Transform is regarded as the165

amplitude modulation function. Because the ground-motion velocity is first simulated in this166

study (see Eq. (9)), the amplitude modulation function is also the envelope function of velocity167

records.168

The principle for Hilbert transform obtaining envelope function is introduced herein. For a

signal x(t), the analytic signal ζ(t) is defined in Eq. (14) based on Hilbert transform [44].

ζ(t) = x(t) + jx̃(t) (14)

x̃(t) = x(t) ∗ 1

πt
=

1

π

∫ +∞

−∞

x(τ)

t− τ
dτ (15)

where j =
√
−1; * presents convolution; x̃(t) is the Hilbert transform of x(t).169

The envelope function fe(t) of x(t) is obtained by Eq. (16).170

fe(t) =
√
x2(t) + x̃2(t) (16)

More details about Hilbert transform in obtaining envelope function can be found in Feldman171

[45]. Besides, although the envelope function determines the shape of the amplitude modulation172

function, the maximum value of the envelope function can affect the convergence of the iteration173

scheme. It is because each component needs to be modulated to ensure the presence of a pulse in174

the proposed method rather than only finally modulating the stochastic process to enable ground175

motion to meet the time-domain attenuation characteristics. The optimum maximum value of the176

envelope function is recommended in Section 5.1 based on tests.177

On the other hand, to guarantee the response spectrum compatibility, a novel iteration scheme178

is proposed based on the pseudo-spectral acceleration relationship between the ground motion and179

the components (see Eq. (12)). The core idea of the iteration scheme is using random trigonometric180

series that fixes the envelope but varies the frequency parameters to synthesize response spectrum181

compatible pulse-like ground motion in the time domain. A step-by-step procedure of the iteration182

scheme is explained in the next section.183

2.4. Step-by-step procedure184

The step-by-step flowchart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The details are185

elaborated as follows.186
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ξ,
εr

Rt T
A t

Ki t A t ωit+φi

εi Rs
i T Rt T

Xi t

εi  < εi-1

i = i 

εi  < εr

Xi t Xi-1 t
εi  = εi-1

i
ωi φi

Rs
i T Xi t Xi-1 t K i t

Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

Initially, the damping ratio ξ, response spectrum error ϵr, target response spectrum St
a(T )187

and the amplitude modulation function A(t) need to be determined. The value of ξ and ϵr is188

particularly stipulated in the anti-seismic codes, and generally set to 5% and 10%, respectively.189

The target response spectrum St
a(T ) is based on the research purpose. Any target spectrum is190

feasible for the proposed method theoretically. As explained in Section 2.3, the envelope function191

of pulse-like records obtained by the Hilbert transform is adopted as the amplitude modulation192

function A(t).193

Subsequently, the iteration scheme is performed based on the stochastic frequency-domain194

parameters ωi and ϕi in Eq. (9). The main iteration equation is Xi = Xi−1 +K ′
i, where X0 = 0195

and Ki = A(t)cos(ωit+ ϕi). For each Xi(t), the pseudo-spectral acceleration Ss
a,i(T ) is calculated196

based on Eq. (7). Then, the spectrum error ϵi between the Ss
a,i(T ) and target spectrum St

a(T ) is197

calculated based on Eq. (13).198

Finally, the error ϵi and ϵi−1 is compared. The component Ki would be accepted if the ϵi199

becomes less. Otherwise, the above steps are repeated. The iteration is terminated as the ϵi less200
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than ϵr. The final Xi(t) is the simulated ground motion.201

3. Case study202

Two cases are illustrated in this section. Case 1 aims at enriching the pulse-like ground motions203

based on the existing records. Hence, the algorithm parameters in this case are based on pulse-like204

records. Case 2 aims to generate ground motions in the areas that lack records. In this situation,205

we generate the pulse-like ground motions based on the target response spectrum and a designed206

amplitude modulation function.207

3.1. Case 1: Using recorded pulse-like ground motion208

A typical recorded pulse-like velocity ground motion on Imperial Valley-06 Earthquake from209

Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) Ground Motion Database is selected in210

this case (i.e., the horizontal 1 direction of record sequence number 185 in PEER NGA-West2211

flatfile). The ground-motion velocity, acceleration, pseudo-spectral velocity (Sv), and pseudo-212

spectral acceleration (Sa) of selected pulse-like ground motion with 5% damping ratio are shown213

in Figure 2(a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively.214

Besides, as one of the most significant parameters, the pulse period (Tp) of the selected ground215

motion is identified based on the identification method in Chen et al. [46]. This method is216

based on the convolution analysis, which is theoretically consistent with the continuous wavelet217

transform-based method in Baker [21], but overcomes the limitation of wavelet transform that218

requires a wavelet basis [47]. Based on the identification method, the pulse part is extracted, as219

shown in Figure 2(a). The pseudo-spectral velocity of the pulse part and residual ground motion220

is also included in Figure 2(c).221

Following the procedures in Figure 1, the damping ratio ξ, allowable error ϵr, the target222

response spectrum St
a(T ) and amplitude modulation function A(t) need to be fixed before per-223

forming the iteration scheme. The damping ratio is set to 5%, and the error is set to 10%224

based on the stipulation in Eurocode 8 that the error between the target response spectrum and225

the pseudo-acceleration response spectrum of simulated ground motion should be less 10%. The226

pseudo-spectral acceleration of the selected pulse record (see Figure 2 (d)) is regarded as the target227

response spectrum. The envelope function of selected velocity records obtained by Hilbert trans-228

form is regarded as amplitude modulation function, as shown in Figure 3. Besides, the maximum229
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Figure 2: (a) Velocity, (b) acceleration, (c) pseudo-spectral velocity (Sv) and (d) pseudo-spectral acceleration (Sa)

of selected pulse-like ground motion in Imperial Valley-06 Earthquake.

value of the amplitude modulation function is scaled to 0.5 to ensure that the iteration scheme230

can quickly converge to the allowable error.231

0

20
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60

0 10 20 30 40
Time (s) 

Figure 3: Envelope function of selected velocity records in Figure 2(a) obtained by Hilbert transform. The scaled

envelope function is the amplitude modulation function of Case 1.

After the parameters are determined, the iteration scheme is carried out to obtain response232

spectrum compatible pulse-like ground motions. An example for simulated ground-motion velocity,233

acceleration, pseudo-spectral velocity, and pseudo-spectral acceleration is plotted in Figure 4. The234

pulse period and the pseudo-spectral velocity of the pulse part and residual ground motion are also235

included. It shows that simulated ground-motion velocity contains an obvious pulse. Moreover,236
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the pseudo-spectral acceleration of simulated ground motion simultaneously agrees with the target237

spectrum. Hence, the proposed method can effectively enrich the pulse-like databases by using238

the envelope function and pseudo-spectral acceleration of pulse-like records.239
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Figure 4: Case 1: Using recorded pulse-like ground motion. An example for simulated ground-motion velocity,

acceleration, pseudo-spectral velocity (Sv), and pseudo-spectral acceleration (Sa) with 5% damping ratio. The

spectrum error defined in Eq. (13) is 10%.

3.2. Case 2: Using target response spectrum240

For the areas that lack ground-motion records, it is usually required to generate artificial ground241

motions based on the target response spectrum. This issue is addressed in Case 2. Specifically,242

the target response spectrum in anti-seismic codes and a designed amplitude modulation function243

are adopted to simulate the response spectrum compatible pulse-like ground motion.244

The parameters in Case 2 are set as follows. The damping ratio is set to 5%. The allowable245

error between the target response spectrum and the pseudo-spectral acceleration of simulated246

ground motion is set to 5% to test the robustness of the proposed algorithm. The designed 5%247

damping horizontal response spectrum defined in Eurocode 8 for Spectra Type 1 and Ground248
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Type C is employed as the target spectrum. It is expressed in Eq. (17), and plotted in Figure 5.249

St
a(T ) =



ag · S(1 + 1.5T/TB), (0 ⩽ T ⩽ TB)

2.5ag · S, (TB ⩽ T ⩽ TC)

2.5ag · S · TC/T, (TC ⩽ T ⩽ TD)

2.5ag · S · TC · TD/T
2, (TD ⩽ T ⩽ 6)

(17)

where St
a(T ) is the target response spectrum; T is the vibration period of a linear single-degree250

of freedom system; and ag is the designed ground motion acceleration, which is set to 0.28; The251

ground type parameters S = 1.15, TB = 0.2 s, TC = 0.6 s, and TD = 2.0 s.252
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Figure 5: The target response spectrum defined in Eurocode 8 for Spectra Type 1 and Ground Type C.

The pulse-like ground motions of Imperial Valley-06 Earthquake, which are identified in Baker’s253

study [21], are utilized to design the amplitude modulation function. Initially, the envelope func-254

tions of pulse-like records are obtained based on Hilbert Transform. Subsequently, the mean value255

of envelope functions is calculated. Finally, referring to the form of amplitude modulation func-256

tion in Jennings et al. [48], a piecewise function is proposed to fit the mean value. The envelope257

function of each pulse-like record, mean value, and the fitting function are plotted in Figure 6. The258

piecewise function is expressed in Eq. (18). This equation is the designed amplitude modulation259

function for Case 2. The maximum value of the amplitude modulation function is also scaled to260

0.5 before the iteration. The duration of simulated ground motion is set to 35 s.261

A(t) =



t3/125 (0 ⩽ t ⩽ 5)

1 (5 ⩽ t ⩽ 7.5)

4.913e−0.2121t (7.5 ⩽ t ⩽ 15)

0.335− 0.009t (15 ⩽ t ⩽ 35)

(18)

Based on the determined parameters above, the iteration scheme defined in Figure 1 is carried262

out. An example for simulated ground-motion velocity, acceleration, pseudo-spectral velocity, and263
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Figure 6: Mean value and fitting curve for envelope functions of pulse-like records in Imperial Valley-06 Earthquake.

The grey line is the envelope function of each pulse-like record obtained by the Hilbert transform. The fitting curve

is the designed amplitude modulation function in Case 2.

pseudo-spectral acceleration is plotted in Figure 7. The pulse period and the pseudo-spectral accel-264

eration of the pulse part and residual ground motion are also included. It shows that the simulated265

ground-motion velocity contains an obvious pulse. Moreover, the pseudo-spectral acceleration of266

simulated ground motion is compatible with the target response spectrum.267
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Figure 7: Case 2: Using target response spectrum. An example for simulated ground-motion velocity, acceleration,

pseudo-spectral velocity (Sv), and pseudo-spectral acceleration (Sa) with 5% damping ratio. The spectrum error

defined in Eq. (13) is 5%.

Combining Figures 4 and 7 shows that the pulse period in Case 2 differs from Case 1. Hence,268

the pulse characteristics can vary by adopting different amplitude modulation functions and target269
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spectra. It means that the proposed method can simulate diverse response spectrum compatible270

pulse-like ground motions. In addition, since both cases contain an obvious pulse, the envelope271

function of pulse-like records obtained by Hilbert transform and the designed piecewise func-272

tion (see Eq. (18)) are workable amplitude modulation functions in simulating pulse-like ground273

motion.274

4. Results275

The effectiveness of the proposed method in simulating response spectrum compatible pulse-276

like ground motion was verified by two cases. It indicates that the proposed method can not only277

enrich the pulse-like databases but also generate the artificial pulse-like ground motions based278

on the target response spectrum and the designed amplitude modulation function. Moreover,279

the pseudo-spectral acceleration of simulated pulse-like ground motions can simultaneously be280

compatible with the target response spectrum.281

Besides the advantage of the response spectrum compatibility, other characteristics of the282

proposed method in pulse-like ground motion simulation are also highlighted herein. (1) The283

simulated pulse-like velocity obeys the Gaussian random process. This property ensures that the284

simulated ground motions agree with the Gaussian process assumption that the stochastic meth-285

ods generally adopted. (2) The proposed iteration scheme possesses great robustness property286

in spectrum compatibility analysis. The pseudo-spectral acceleration of simulated ground motion287

can precisely match the target spectrum that contains a large data amount. For example, although288

the target spectrum in the cases uses 200 Hz frequency sampling to 6 s (i.e., 1200 data points),289

the pseudo-spectral acceleration of simulated ground motion can be compatible with the target290

spectrum at the required error value. (3) Since both the envelope function of pulse-like records291

obtained by Hilbert transform and the designed piecewise function are feasible amplitude modu-292

lation functions, the pulse characteristics of simulated pulse-like ground motion can be various. It293

ensures the diversity of simulated ground motions.294

5. Discussion295

5.1. Effects of amplitude modulation function and target spectrum296

In practice, because the damping ratio ξ, response spectrum error ϵr, together with the random297

frequency parameters in the iteration scheme are usually unchangeable for the proposed method,298
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the target response spectrum St
a(T ) and the amplitude modulation function A(t) are two key299

variables for simulated ground motion. Hence, to determine the specific influences of these two300

factors on ground motion, four types of response spectrum-compatible pulse-like ground motions301

are simulated based on two amplitude modulation functions and three target spectra. The recorded302

and designed amplitude modulation function (see Figure 8(a)) is the envelope function of selected303

ground motion (see Figure 3) and the fitting curve defined in Eq. (18) (see Figure 6). The304

Eurocode8, designed and recorded target spectra (see Figure 8(b)) are the spectrum defined in305

Eurocode 8 (see Figure 5), the average spectral acceleration of the pulse-like ground motions in306

Imperial Valley-06 Earthquake, and spectral acceleration of selected ground motion (see Figure307

2(d)), respectively. The maximum value of and the value at 0 s of three target spectra are modified308

to be consistent to minimize the effects of variables. Besides, the damping ratio ξ and spectrum309

error ϵ are set to 5% and 10%, respectively.310
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Figure 8: (a) Amplitude modulation functions and (b) target spectra adopted in response spectrum-compatible

pulse-like ground motion simulation.

Examples for the four types of pulse-like ground motions (named D-E, R-E, R-D, and R-R311

ground motion) are plotted in Figure 9 (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. Specifically, D-E ground312

motion adopts the designed amplitude modulation function and Eurocode8 target spectrum; R-E313

ground motion adopts the recorded amplitude modulation function and Eurocode8 target spec-314

trum; R-D adopts the recorded amplitude modulation function and designed target spectrum, and315

R-R ground motion adopts the recorded amplitude modulation function and recorded target spec-316

trum. Two hundred ground motions are simulated for each type due to the stochastic properties317

of the simulation procedure. The pulse period of the simulated ground motion is also identified,318

as shown in Figure 10.319
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Figure 9: Velocity, acceleration, pseudo-spectral velocity and acceleration of (a) D-E, (b) R-E, (c)R-D, and (d)R-R

ground motion. The damping ratio is 5%, and the spectrum error defined in Eq. (13) is 10%.

Figure 9 shows that the simulated ground motion can contain a pulse in velocity and simul-320

taneously be compatible with the given target spectrum. Moreover, the compatibility of three321

different target spectra indicates that the proposed method can generate pulse-like ground mo-322

tion compatible with any target spectrum. The applicability of different amplitude modulation323

functions ensures that the pulse characteristics of simulated pulse-like ground motions can be324

diverse. Hence, the proposed method is potentially a universally applicable stochastic method for325

pulse-like ground motion simulation.326

Figure 10 indicates that the presence of a pulse in ground motion depends on the amplitude327

modulation function; however, the pulse period is more related to the target spectra. For example,328

D-E and R-E ground motions, which adopt the same target spectrum but different amplitude329

modulation functions, have similar pulse periods. In contrast, the pulse periods of R-E, R-D, and330

R-R ground motions vary while they adopt the same amplitude modulation function but different331

target spectra.332

Besides, the maximum value of the amplitude modulation function can affect the convergence333

of the proposed iteration scheme. To determine the optimum maximum value of amplitude mod-334
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Figure 10: Pulse period comparison of four types of simulated ground motion. The average pulse period of D-E,

R-E, R-D and R-R ground motion is 1.7 s, 1.6 s, 3.6 s, and 3.1 s, respectively.

ulation function, the recorded amplitude modulation function and Eurocode8 are selected as the335

amplitude modulation function and the target response spectrum to perform the iteration scheme336

in Figure 1, respectively. Six different maximum values are tested, including 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 10337

and 100. 50,000-time iteration is carried out for each value. Moreover, the average of 10-time338

calculations is adopted as the final convergence result to reduce the randomness error. The rela-339

tionship between iteration time and response spectrum error is shown in Figure 11. It indicates340

that the iteration scheme does not converge to the allowable error when the amplitude value is341

larger than 10. In contrast, the iteration scheme converges with quite low speed when the ampli-342

tude value is smaller than 0.01. Therefore, based on the tests, the optimum maximum value of343

the amplitude modulation function is [1/100, 1/50] of target peak ground velocity.344
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Figure 11: Effects of maximum value (a) of amplitude modulation function on convergence of iteration scheme.

Each curve is based on the average of 10-time calculations.
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5.2. Comparison with spectral representation method345

Spectral representation method (SRM), as an effective way in stochastic process simulation,346

is widely applied in ground motion simulation (e.g.,[19, 28]) since it was proposed by Shinozuka347

and co-workers [49, 50, 51]. A Gaussian random process Yn(t) with zero-mean, unit-variance can348

be expressed in Eq. (19) in accordance with SRM.349

Yn(t) =
n∑

k=1

√
2σkcos(ωkt+ ϕk) (19)

where ωk and t are the frequency and time parameters, respectively; ϕk are the uniform variables350

in the interval [0, 2π]; and σk satisfies Eq. (20).351

σ2
k =

∫ ωk+∆ω/2

ωk−∆ω/2

G(ω)dω ≈ G(ωk)∆ω (20)

where G(ω) is the one-side Power Spectral Density Function (PSDF); ∆ω = ω0/n and ωk =352

(k − 1/2)∆ω. ω0 is the truncation frequency of the G(ω), beyond which G(ω) is assumed to be353

zero [52].354

A time-domain modulation procedure needs to perform to ensure that the generated Gaussian355

random process satisfies the time-domain attenuation characteristics of seismic ground motions.356

The time-domain modulation expression is shown in Eq. (21).357

Gn(t) = f(t)Yn(t) (21)

where f(t) is the amplitude modulation function. Gn(t) is the simulated ground motion.358

A typical ground motion (see Figure 12) is generated based on SRM. The PSDF of the recorded359

pulse-like velocity ground motion in Figure 2 is adopted in the simulation. Figure 12 shows that its360

pulse characteristic is unapparent. Furthermore, the response spectrum of the simulated ground361

motion is not compatible with the target response spectrum.362

As mentioned in Table 1, some researches have been carried out for the response spectrum363

compatibility in SRM-based ground motion simulation, such as the classical iteration scheme364

based on the PSDF [28] and the perturbation algorithm proposed by Shields [35]. The expression365

of the classical iteration scheme is shown in Eq. (22). The feasibility of this iteration scheme in366

acceleration ground motion simulation is widely verified [34]. However, two challenges exist for367

this scheme in simulating pulse-like ground motions. (1) The scheme is designed for acceleration368

ground motion simulation. However, the pulse usually exists in velocity ground motions. The369
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Figure 12: The simulated ground motion based on SRM.

pseudo-acceleration response spectrum cannot be applied to modify the PSDF of velocity ground370

motion. (2) The convergence of the iteration scheme is sensitive to the data size of the target371

response spectra. For example, the iteration scheme difficultly converges to the allowable error372

10% when the data size of the target response spectra is 1200 that adopted in this study. In373

contrast, the proposed algorithm can effectively meet the requirement of spectrum compatibility374

in the same situation.375

G
(j+1)
i (ω) = G

(j)
i (ω)

[
RT

i (ω)

R
(j)
i (ω)

]
(22)

where RT
i (ω) is the target response spectrum; R

(j)
i (ω) and G

(j)
i (ω) is the pseudo-acceleration376

response spectrum and the PSDF of simulated ground motion at (j) iteration, respectively.377

Shields’s perturbation algorithm changes the PSDF randomly instead of using the rule shown378

in Eq. (22). The changed PSDF would be accepted if the changes made the spectral error less379

than the former iteration. Otherwise, the next iterations are performed and it would not terminate380

until satisfying the allowable error. Since the pseudo-acceleration response spectrum of simulated381

ground motion is not applied in this method, the PSDF of both velocity and acceleration ground382

motion can be effectively modified. Hence, Shields’s algorithm is a potential way to solve the383

problem for SRM in simulating response spectrum compatible pulse-like ground motion. However,384
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further studies are required to perform, such as keeping the pulse characteristic and the spectrum385

compatibility simultaneously.386

The differences between Shields’s algorithm and the proposed algorithm are briefly analyzed.387

Compared with the PSDF iteration in Shields’s algorithm, the proposed algorithm directly modu-388

lates the ground motion in the time domain by adding the stochastic trigonometric series compo-389

nents. Besides, the amounts of random variables for each ground motion are specific in Shields’s390

method when n in Eq. (19) is determined; however, the amounts of variables are uncertain in the391

proposed method since iteration items are variable. Finally, since different amplitude modulation392

functions are feasible for the proposed algorithm, both the pulse location and the shape of sim-393

ulated pulse-like ground motions are variables. This property effectively ensures the diversity of394

simulated pulse-like ground motions.395

6. Conclusions396

Based on trigonometric series, this study proposes a novel stochastic method to mitigate the397

issue of the scarcity of pulse-like records, with advantages that the simulated pulse-like ground398

motion can satisfy the response spectrum requirement of artificial ground motion in anti-seismic399

codes, and be compatible with a given target spectrum. This method utilizes a Hilbert transform-400

based amplitude modulation function to ensure the simulated ground-motion velocity contains401

a pulse, and a random frequency parameter-based iteration scheme to make the pseudo-spectral402

acceleration of simulated ground motion compatible with the target spectrum. The effectiveness403

of the proposed method in enriching the existing pulse-like databases and generating artificial404

pulse-like ground motions in areas lacking records is verified by two cases.405

The presence of pulse and the pulse period of simulated ground motion is controllable in the406

proposed method. Specifically, the amplitude modulation function determines the presence or407

absence of a pulse in the simulated ground motion velocity. Two workable amplitude modulation408

functions, the envelope function of pulse-like velocity obtained by Hilbert transform and the de-409

signed piecewise function, are proposed to guarantee the presence of a pulse. The maximum value410

of the amplitude modulation function also affects the convergence speed in spectrum compatibil-411

ity analysis. According to the tests, the optimum maximum value of the amplitude modulation412

function ranges from 1/100 to 1/50 of target peak ground velocity. Besides, the pulse period of413

pulse-like ground motion mainly depends on the target spectrum. The ability that the simulated414
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pulse-like ground motion is compatible with any target spectrum makes the method potentially415

universal applicability for stochastic pulse-like ground motion simulation in engineering.416

Since the proposed method can effectively control the presence of a pulse and response spec-417

trum, it may advance the seismic response analysis of near-fault pulse-like ground motion to better418

understand the impacts of the ground motion pulse and response spectrum on structural response.419

For example, the effects of the presence of a pulse on seismic response analysis can be analyzed on420

the condition of response spectrum compatibility using the ground motions generated by the same421

target spectrum but different amplitude modulation functions. It can also be utilized to evaluate422

the effects of the response spectrum of pulse-like ground motion on the seismic response using the423

ground motions generated by the same pulse-like envelope function but different target spectra.424
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